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_ To all whom it may concern: 
Be it known that I, ERNST F. PRIDDAT, a 

citizen of the United States, residing at 
Chicago, in the county of Cook and State 
of Illinois, have'invented a new and useful 
Improvement in Package-Carriers and Ad 
vertising Devices, of which the following is 
a speci?cation. 
My present invention constitutes an im 

provement on the package-carrier set forth 
and claimed in my Patent No. 736,632, 
granted August 18, 1903. 
My primary object is to provide an im 

provement which insures a more secure con 
nection between the carrier and package 
tie, insuring stability of position of the de 
vice with relation to the package, and which 
also renders the device available asan ad 
vertising medium, while producing a more 
?nished appearance in ‘use. ‘ 
My invention is illustrated in its preferred 

embodiment in the accompanying drawing, 
in which—- _ 

Figure 1 represents a perspective view 
of a package equipped with my improved 
carrier; Fig. 2, a view of the carrier taken 
as indicated at line 2 of Fig. 3; Fig. 3, an 
end view of the carrier; Fig. 4, a view of the 
blank from which the carrier isv formed; 
and Fig. 5, a view illustrating a slight modi 
?cation in the form of the device. ‘ 
‘A represents the improved carrier; and 

B, a package to which it is applied. 'The' 
package is shown bound with a tie having a 
loiwitudinal loo‘ 1 and a cross-loo ) 2. The 

23v . 

carrier comprises a hollow or tubular mem 
ber or shell which )K'GfOI'Zlbl is of a 9rox1~ 7 3 

mately circular cross~section. It is prefer- . 
ably formed from a sheet metal blanliv of the 
form shown in Fig. 4. This blank com 
prises a main longitudinal section ‘.3, and 
a relatively narrow longitudinal section a. 
The dotted line 5 indicates the junction of 
these sections and constitutes a line fold 
ing about which the marginal portion 4 is 
who folded, while the portion 3 is to be, 

' curved into approximately cylindrical form, 
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all as indicated in Fig. 3. After such tori 
mation, the device has in its lower side a 
longitudinal slot 6 adapted to admit the 
longitudinal cord 1, and the marginal por 
tion, or ?ange ‘.t, projects into the shell 
approximately coincident with the central 
vertical plane of the shell, thus forming 
with the adjacent‘portion of the shell a 
comparatively contracted internal longitu 

dinal cord-receiving channel 7, which ,is 
open at its upper side. Before the bending 
operation, the blank is provided with a 
transverse slot 8 which crosses the ?ange 
‘portion 4 and enters the adjacent portion of 
the body-forming section 3. The slot 8 is 
adapted to admit and accommodate the 
cross-cord 2, after the device is formed. 
Also, it is preferred to slightly notch the 
blank at the point-s 9, and to strike the ad 
jacent metal downwardly as indicated at 
10, so that the end-portions of the bottom-' 
wall of the channel 7 will curve down 
wardly, that is be made rounded or convex, 
in order that the‘ rd 1 will not be cut. or 
chafed at the po ts where the heaviest 
weight is supported. After the improved ' 
device is applied to a package the ?ange or 
wall 4 effectually prevents the device from 
becoming disengaged from the cord. How 
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ever, if greater permanency is desired the ' 
end-portions of the walls of the channel 7 
may be pinched together, although this is, ' 
wholly unnecessary for ordinary carrying 
purposes. To facilitate such action, how 
ever, the corners of the shell-forming sec 
tion of the blank are cut away, or rounded, 
as indicated at 11, so that the metal may be 
pinched between thumb and ?ngers at the 
ends of the channel 7. if desired. 7 

I have shownthodevice A~ supplied with 
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an advertisement 12, which may be printed, . 
stamped or otherwise applied, so that it 
will appear on the outer surface of the 
shell, and particularly on the upper portion 
thereof. > ' 

Where the package has two or more cross 
'cords, the ‘carrier may be located between 
the cross-cords. . 

‘In Fig. 5, the carrier is designated A5. It 
is of the construction ‘described, but of el~ 
liptical cross-section. Further description 
is unnecessary. 
Any suitable material may be employed for 

making the carrier. The foregoing detailed 
description has been given for clearness of 
understanding only, and no undue limitation 
should be understood therefrom, but the ap 
pended claims should be construed as 
broadly as permissible in view of the prior 
art. , 

"What I regard as new, and desire to se 
cure by Letters Patent, is——. < 
v1. A carrying device adapted to remov_ 

ably engage a package-tie, comprising a shell 
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formed of sheet material, with a‘ longitudi-l . 



2'. 
nal slot at its lower side and a marginal in 
turned part forming with the she1l~wall by 
which it is carried an open longitudinal tie 
supporting channel, the lower Wall of said 
channel being curved down at its ends, for 
the purpose set forth. ' ‘ 

2. A carrying device adapted to ‘remov 
ably engage a package-tie, comprising a 
shell having alongitudinal slot and having 

I 10 at one side of said slot an inturned margin 
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forming with the shelhwall by which it is 
carried an‘ open longitudinal tie-supporting 
channel, the device having said inturned 
margin and the adjacent part of the shell re 
cessed centrally to accommodate a cross-tie. “15v 

‘ERNST F. PRIDDAT. 
In presence-0f 

'J. G. ANDERSON, 
R. A. Sorrnnurnn. 


